CM Revanth focuses on revisiting the CAA in Telangana

Chief Minister Revanth Reddy, who has a close call with state politics, has put the CAA at the center of his political agenda. He has promised to hold protests against the Citizenship Amendment Act, which grants citizenship to non-Muslim migrants from Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan.

In a recent interview, Revanth Reddy said that the CAA is a "historic day," terming it a "disaster" for the country. He has called for a "Citizenship (Amendment) Act" (CAA) abolition rally in the state, and has vowed to fight against the act until the last day of his term.

"The CAA is a disaster for the country," he said. "We are fighting against this act, and we will continue to do so until the last day of our term."  

The CAA, which was passed by the Indian Parliament in 2019, has faced widespread protests across the country. The act grants citizenship to non-Muslim migrants from Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan.

In a recent visit to the state, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had said that the CAA is a "historic day," and that it will help to "make India a great country." However, Revanth Reddy has termed the act a "disaster" and has vowed to fight against it until the last day of his term.

In the wake of the CAA protests, the Telangana government has announced a series of measures to address the concerns of the protesters. These measures include the deployment of security forces, the imposition of Section 144, and the banning of certain activities.

However, Revanth Reddy has said that these measures are "not enough," and that the government needs to do more to address the concerns of the protesters. He has called for a "Citizenship (Amendment) Act" (CAA) abolition rally in the state, and has vowed to fight against the act until the last day of his term.

"The CAA is a disaster for the country," he said. "We are fighting against this act, and we will continue to do so until the last day of our term."

Sources: The Hindu, The Times of India, The Indian Express
After the Lok Sabha elections, all political parties shifted their focus to the West Bengal and Telangana Legislative Assembly (MLA) elections. The elections were held on May 27. The counting was held on May 30. Although 31 candidates are in the fray, the contest is mainly between the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the Telangana Regional Congress Committee (TRCC).

Chief Minister K. Chandrashekar Rao has already expressed his confidence in securing a victory of the TRCC in the Telangana by-polls. While addressing the media on Thursday, the chief minister said that the TRCC decided to appeal against the High Court order to allow every voter to vote in favor of their candidate in the constituency. The government has already started campaigning vigorously with just 12 days left for the elections. The party has directed all the candidates to make inroads into villages and cover every voter in their constituency.

The TRCC was notified on Monday by the High Court for failing to give a ticket to A. Ramalingam, a candidate of the party's state general secretary, and also for denying the ticket to A. Rakesh Reddy, a candidate of the party's general secretary in the rest of the country. The party has directed the candidates to work hard in favor of their constituencies.

The BJP has also started campaigning vigorously with just 12 days left for the elections. The party has directed all the candidates to make inroads into villages and cover every voter in their constituency. The party has already started campaigning vigorously with just 12 days left for the elections. The party has directed all the candidates to make inroads into villages and cover every voter in their constituency.

Vidya Surya, MP, and Minister of State for Women and Child Development, said that the party had received several complaints from the voters regarding the quality of the candidates. The party had directed the candidates to work hard in favor of their constituencies.

The TRCC has also started campaigning vigorously with just 12 days left for the elections. The party has directed all the candidates to make inroads into villages and cover every voter in their constituency. The party has already started campaigning vigorously with just 12 days left for the elections. The party has directed all the candidates to make inroads into villages and cover every voter in their constituency.

Vidya Surya, MP, and Minister of State for Women and Child Development, said that the party had received several complaints from the voters regarding the quality of the candidates. The party had directed the candidates to work hard in favor of their constituencies.

The TRCC has also started campaigning vigorously with just 12 days left for the elections. The party has directed all the candidates to make inroads into villages and cover every voter in their constituency. The party has already started campaigning vigorously with just 12 days left for the elections. The party has directed all the candidates to make inroads into villages and cover every voter in their constituency.
TO CREATE A SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR WOMEN

‘Other states keen to women

KGBV non-teaching staff demand to resolve issues

A report by the CBSE South Zone committee noted that Hyderabad, Bengaluru and Nashik have got 100% of girls. Such notification was given in JK and Odisha. However, in the case of Rajasthan, the girls percentage is 98.

A report by the Telangana State Council for Education and Research has revealed that the percentage of girls is highest in Telangana, followed by West Bengal and Maharashtra. The report also stated that the percentage of girls is lowest in Haryana and Madhya Pradesh.

The CBSE South Zone committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Andhra Pradesh is 91%, while in Tamil Nadu it is 90%. In Karnataka, the percentage is 96%, while in Maharashtra it is 98%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Punjab is 93%, while in Allahabad it is 95%. In Delhi, the percentage is 98%, while in Lucknow it is 93%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Patna is 91%, while in Guwahati it is 97%. In Ranchi, the percentage is 92%, while in Cuttack it is 93%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Bhopal is 94%, while in Jabalpur it is 96%. In Indore, the percentage is 93%, while in Rewa it is 91%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Vellore is 92%, while in Coimbatore it is 96%. In Salem, the percentage is 94%, while in Tirunelveli it is 92%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Chennai is 93%, while in Madurai it is 95%. In Tiruchirappalli, the percentage is 93%, while in Thanjavur it is 92%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Mangalore is 97%, while in Mysore it is 96%. In Belagavi, the percentage is 92%, while in Hubballi it is 94%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Nagpur is 95%, while in Chandigarh it is 94%. In Chandigarh, the percentage is 93%, while in Amritsar it is 92%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Allahabad is 95%, while in Lucknow it is 93%. In Varanasi, the percentage is 91%, while in Prayagraj it is 92%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Patna is 93%, while in Indore it is 94%. In Indore, the percentage is 92%, while in Rewa it is 91%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Vellore is 94%, while in Coimbatore it is 97%. In Salem, the percentage is 96%, while in Tirunelveli it is 94%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Chennai is 95%, while in Madurai it is 97%. In Tiruchirappalli, the percentage is 95%, while in Thanjavur it is 94%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Mangalore is 98%, while in Mysore it is 96%. In Belagavi, the percentage is 94%, while in Hubballi it is 96%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Nagpur is 97%, while in Chandigarh it is 96%. In Chandigarh, the percentage is 95%, while in Amritsar it is 94%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Allahabad is 97%, while in Lucknow it is 95%. In Varanasi, the percentage is 93%, while in Prayagraj it is 94%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Patna is 96%, while in Indore it is 97%. In Indore, the percentage is 96%, while in Rewa it is 95%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Vellore is 97%, while in Coimbatore it is 99%. In Salem, the percentage is 99%, while in Tirunelveli it is 97%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Chennai is 99%, while in Madurai it is 100%. In Tiruchirappalli, the percentage is 100%, while in Thanjavur it is 99%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Mangalore is 100%, while in Mysore it is 100%. In Belagavi, the percentage is 100%, while in Hubballi it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Nagpur is 100%, while in Chandigarh it is 100%. In Chandigarh, the percentage is 100%, while in Amritsar it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Allahabad is 100%, while in Lucknow it is 100%. In Varanasi, the percentage is 100%, while in Prayagraj it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Patna is 100%, while in Indore it is 100%. In Indore, the percentage is 100%, while in Rewa it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Vellore is 100%, while in Coimbatore it is 100%. In Salem, the percentage is 100%, while in Tirunelveli it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Chennai is 100%, while in Madurai it is 100%. In Tiruchirappalli, the percentage is 100%, while in Thanjavur it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Mangalore is 100%, while in Mysore it is 100%. In Belagavi, the percentage is 100%, while in Hubballi it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Nagpur is 100%, while in Chandigarh it is 100%. In Chandigarh, the percentage is 100%, while in Amritsar it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Allahabad is 100%, while in Lucknow it is 100%. In Varanasi, the percentage is 100%, while in Prayagraj it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Patna is 100%, while in Indore it is 100%. In Indore, the percentage is 100%, while in Rewa it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Vellore is 100%, while in Coimbatore it is 100%. In Salem, the percentage is 100%, while in Tirunelveli it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Chennai is 100%, while in Madurai it is 100%. In Tiruchirappalli, the percentage is 100%, while in Thanjavur it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Mangalore is 100%, while in Mysore it is 100%. In Belagavi, the percentage is 100%, while in Hubballi it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Nagpur is 100%, while in Chandigarh it is 100%. In Chandigarh, the percentage is 100%, while in Amritsar it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Allahabad is 100%, while in Lucknow it is 100%. In Varanasi, the percentage is 100%, while in Prayagraj it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Patna is 100%, while in Indore it is 100%. In Indore, the percentage is 100%, while in Rewa it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Vellore is 100%, while in Coimbatore it is 100%. In Salem, the percentage is 100%, while in Tirunelveli it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Chennai is 100%, while in Madurai it is 100%. In Tiruchirappalli, the percentage is 100%, while in Thanjavur it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Mangalore is 100%, while in Mysore it is 100%. In Belagavi, the percentage is 100%, while in Hubballi it is 100%.

The committee also noted that the percentage of girls in Nagpur is 100%, while in Chandigarh it is 100%. In Chandigarh, the percentage is 100%, while in Amritsar it is 100%.
DHQ clarify on family planning surgeries in the RR district

Major surgeries after civil and electrical repairs

Narsapur Assembly segment records highest polling

Narsapur graduates' constituency ranked number one in Telangana and the national constituency of Nalgonda graduates' constituency ranked number six.

According to sources, lacks of rapes are changing hands and young voters are planting their bets in Telangana.
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Forests and environment

“Africa’s forests are not just trees but our heritage, our identity, our culture and the very foundation of our livelihoods. They are the lungs of our planet. We cannot afford to lose them,” said President of Costa Rica, Carlos Alvarado Quesada. He was addressing the meeting of the fifth Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP5), taking place in Bonn, Germany. 

Whereas, more than 1.2 billion people in the world lack access to clean energy, half the world’s forests have been cut down for fuelwood, according to United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) estimates. 

The forests are also a source of livelihood for millions of people, providing wood for fuel, housing, and construction. The forests are also the home to many indigenous peoples and are critical to food security, water supply, and biodiversity. 

The Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) has been convening since 1997, and has so far produced a series of treaties and international agreements designed to combat climate change. The most well-known of these is the Kyoto Protocol, which entered into force in 2005 and set binding targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

The Paris Agreement, adopted in 2015 and entered into force in 2016, is the most significant of these agreements. It is a legally binding agreement that came into force on November 4, 2016. It sets the goal of limiting global warming to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C. 

The meeting in Bonn this year will focus on the implementation of the Paris Agreement, and will also address other issues such as climate finance, adaptation, and technology transfer. 

The meeting will take place from November 6-17, and will be attended by representatives from almost 200 countries. The outcome of the meeting will be presented at the 24th Session of the Conference of the Parties (COP24) in Katowice, Poland, in December 2018. 

It is crucial that the meeting in Bonn this year is successful, as the success of the implementation of the Paris Agreement will be crucial for achieving the goal of limiting global warming. The meeting will be a key opportunity to assess progress and identify areas for improvement.

PoK is part of India, we will take it: Amit Shah

In a strong statement, Home Minister Amit Shah on Wednesday referred to Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) as part of India. He said that Pakistan has been trying to find ways to make PoK irrelevant but the effort has failed. Shah also referred to the same slogans that are heard in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir, saying that “we hear the same slogans in PoK.”

Shah said that “Kashmir ‘now echoes with slogans’ and the same slogans are heard in PoK.”

Meanwhile, Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) has witnessed a spate of violent incidents in recent days, with the latest one occurring on Tuesday night when a Pakistani youth was injured in a grenade attack in the outskirts of Muzaffarabad.

It is important to note that Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) has been a disputed territory between India and Pakistan since the end of World War II. The United Nations has never recognised PoK as an independent state, but it has been recognised by some countries as a part of Pakistan.

The Indian government has always maintained that PoK is an integral part of India and that it is a part of the state of Jammu and Kashmir. The Indian government has also been working to enhance its autonomy and control over the area.

On the other hand, Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) has been ruled by the Pakistani army since 1947. The Pakistani government has always maintained that PoK is an independent state and that it has the right to self-determination.

As the situation in PoK remains volatile, it is important for the international community to take a strong stance against any activities that seek to undermine the territorial integrity of India or the stability of the region.

India asks Iran to release 40 Indian sailors from custody

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi is scheduled to visit Iran on Saturday. However, the visit is not expected to improve the tense situation in the region.

Iran has been involved in a number of disputes with India, including the nuclear agreement between Iran and India in 2015, which was signed by Narendra Modi and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani. The agreement was cancelled by the Trump administration in 2018.

The visit is expected to focus on issues such as the economy, trade, and security.
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Embracing the joys and wisdom of age

Amidst serene nature, I pondered time's fleeting nature and shifting age perspectives, inspired by three chance encounters.

I spent a memorable day in the mountains last week. The view was typical: splendid mountains, blue skies, and a clear view of the valley. It was a beautiful day, and the fresh air was invigorating. As I walked along the mountain path, I noticed a group of people sitting comfortably on the seats meant for trains. It made me realize the benefits that I and others have in this life. I can say with hands on my heart that getting old also comes with longer I live, the more beautiful living moments. We undertook the journey with practical governance and societal welfare.

The essence of Ram Rajya

Madam — Apropos the news article “Ram Rajya will begin in the country now, Modi’s ‘Royal’ Homecoming,” published on 14 May, your paper sets the context for the upcoming elections in India. The article highlights the importance of Ram Rajya as a vision for a just society. It also underscores the significance of the upcoming general elections in shaping the future of India.

The author is a retired electrical engineer and has written extensively on political matters.

S. V. Sharma

The CONGRESS CAMPAIGN IN THE 2024 POLLS: WHY PARTNERSHIP RESULTS, WOULD REMAIN AN AREA OF DISCUSSION AMONG POLITICAL SCIENTISTS IN THE TIMES TO COME

The Congress campaign in the 2024 polls is set to be a crucial event in the political landscape. The party faces the challenge of finding the right partners and alliances to strengthen its electoral prospects. The political alliances, which are often seen as a reflection of the party's commitment to social justice and equality, are crucial in shaping the outcome of the elections.

The Congress party has traditionally been known for its strong social and political alliances. However, in recent years, the party has faced challenges in maintaining these alliances, leading to a decline in its vote share. The party is now looking to revitalize its campaign by forging new partnerships and alliances.

The party has already announced its decision to contest the upcoming elections in partnership with the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist). The alliance seems to be a strategic move to strengthen the party's position in the region and beyond.

However, the success of this partnership will depend on several factors, including the local dynamics and the performance of the other candidates. The party must also ensure that the alliance is not seen as a means to an end, but rather as a genuine commitment to the cause of social justice and equality.

The Congress party must also address the issue of internal dissent and divisions. The party has faced challenges in maintaining unity, which has been a key factor in its past failures. The party must work towards resolving these issues and ensuring that its campaign is focused on the concerns of the people.

In conclusion, the Congress party must remain focused on its core values and ideals while forging new partnerships and alliances. The success of its campaign will depend on its ability to connect with the people and deliver on its promises.
**First Column**

Harvesting the Power of Resilience

Achievers propel success with determination and humility

By harnessing data-driven insights, AI empowers farmers to optimize resource allocation, mitigate environmental degradation and enhance crop yields. These technological marvels promise not only to rejuvinate farming practices but also to mitigate the industry’s environmental footprint. The adoption of electric tractors presents a strategic opportunity for India to enhance its economic productivity, play a pivotal role in achieving net-zero emissions, strengthen the rural economy and become a sustainable and resilient farm future.

---

**Artificial Intelligence** (AI) in agriculture is an emerging technology that has the potential to transform the way food is produced and consumed. Applications of AI in agriculture can range from improving crop yields and reducing waste to enhancing the efficiency of supply chains and reducing environmental impact. As we enter a world where food security is becoming an increasingly pressing issue, the integration of AI into agricultural practices offers a promising solution.

Al is revolutionising sustainable, tech-driven farming. By harnessing data-driven insights, Al empowers farmers to optimise resource allocation, mitigate environmental degradation and enhance crop yields.
India-UK trade pact: Work in progress to resolve pending issues

Senior officials of India and the UK held negotiations last month on the outstanding issues of the proposed free trade agreement (FTA) and are working to iron out the differences.

According to the commerce ministry, the Indian team viwed London to have shown a strong will to resolve the issues of interest to both sides.

The ministry, however, did not disclose further details.

The USC has been working on a template agreement. The time frame for a final agreement, including goods, services, investments, and other clauses, cannot be definitively known.

The Indian industry is hopeful to have access to its skilled professionals' influx and healthcare in the UK market, besides its access to several opportunities.

On the other hand, the UK has demanded greater import duties on goods such as confectionery, confectionery, alcohol, tobacco, chemicals, and certain condiments.

Britain is also looking for a role for its services sector in Indian markets.

India and the UK are expected to increase their bilateral trade from USD 17.5 billion in 2021-22 to USD 25 billion in 2024-25 under the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) between India and the EU trade pact.

PM's active role for infrastructure sector turnaround: FM

In contrast to the previous regimes, the current government has decided to focus on micro-economic development and infrastructure expenditure with an aim to boost the Indian economy.

The FM, Nirmala Sitharaman, said in a press conference on Wednesday that there is a significant pool of untapped talent ready to cater to retail expansion in smaller cities.

Interestingly, there has been an increasing demand for retail expansion in tier II and III cities from the top official of the company, he told PTI in an exclusive interview. The FM added that the government is working on creating an enabling environment for retail expansion in smaller cities.

In contrast to the previous regime, the current government focused on large-scale projects and development spending that led to policy paralysis during the UPA regime, she said.

The FM also mentioned that during the UPA regime, the share of capital expenditure in total expenditure, Capex, rose to 17.36 lakh crore.
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How do we decide: implant vs. flap breast reconstruction surgery?

Breast reconstruction surgery after a mastectomy or breast removal operation is a way to help a woman feel better about her body. For many women, surgery can make them feel whole again. There are two main types of breast reconstruction surgery: implants and flap surgery. To identify which breast reconstruction option is best for you, you need to consider your personal preferences as well as your physical situation.

Breast implants involve a silicone shell filled with either saline, silicone, or both. Breast implants are made by a variety of companies and are available in different sizes, shapes, and textures. Some women prefer breast implants because they are easier to insert and can be done in a single stage. Others may choose implants because they are less expensive than flap surgery.

On the other hand, a breast flap procedure involves removing tissue from your abdomen, back, or chest to create a new breast. The tissue is then shaped and sewn into your chest to form a new breast. Breast flap surgery is more time-consuming and requires multiple stages, but it provides a more natural-looking breast that can last for years. Breast flap surgery is also more expensive than breast implants.

Before making a decision, it is important to weigh the benefits and drawbacks of each option. Consider your personal preferences, your physical situation, and your lifestyle to determine which option is best for you. Ultimately, your surgeon will provide you with information and advice to help you make the best decision for your body and lifestyle.

To learn more about the different types of breast reconstruction surgery, read on for an overview of the pros and cons of each option.
Akshaya Tritiya Promo Weavers Price was featured in all wedding collections showcasing Kanchi, Dharmavaram, Arani, Pochampalli, Gadwal, Venkatagiri, Banaras, Jaipur, and Kerala. Actress Varsha (Zabardast fame) and Praganya Ayyagari (Miss Supranational Asia-2023), Urmila Chauhan (Miss India Telangana-2023), and fashion lovers attended the magnificent event and displayed the most appealing wedding & bridal collection at Mangala Gowri Grandeur.

During the summer break, BBG Bangarutalli launched its flagship program, "BBG BANGARUTALLI'S SUMMER SPECIAL VIDEOS & ACTIVITIES," to keep the youngsters occupied and creative with useful activities. This is to assist students make the most of their summer holiday by gaining and improving their knowledge and abilities through informative and educational films, podcasts, and engaging and fun challenges. The program covers a wide range of themes, including communication skills, health and wellbeing, art and crafts, fun math, summer do's and don'ts, and academic preparation for the next year.

Enjoy the first drink or food for just Rs. 550 at Mindspace SOCIAL's Pincode Thursdays!

Get to savour your favourite delicious food and drinks for only Rs. 50! Sink into a world of gastronomical delights and relax in nearly because of Mindspace SOCIAL, Hyderabad. Treat yourself to a culinary extravaganza where every bite and sip brings pure joy. Thursdays are bound to change!

Join us, every Thursday, for a celebration of taste and affordability. Make your calendars and spread the word 'Pincode Thursdays are here at METECH SOCIAL, starting May 19th, 2024.'

Venue: Mindspace SOCIAL, Hyderabad    Day: Every Thursday    Time: 10 AM to 8 PM
Double I Smart teaser reflects Puri's unique style

Director Krishnamachari unveils insights into Getup Srinu’s Raju Yadav

NTR Jr donates a hefty sum of ₹12.5 lakh to a temple in AP

Suriya set to blaze Bollywood screens

NTR Jr donates a hefty sum of ₹12.5 lakh to a temple in AP

After success in Tamil, Prasanna brings together the best of the film industry. The stellar ensemble cast features an epic spectacle of epic proportions. A monumental undertaking underscores the ambition among fans, with details emerging about the ambitious project. Meanwhile, NTR Jr has earlier made a significant contribution to the Telugu film industry. Additionally, NTR Jr has made an effort towards various other important causes. Meanwhile, the actor extended his support for a noble cause. In a testament to its pan-Indian appeal, the film has already generated buzz ahead of its release. The trailer has garnered significant interest with its teaser, trailer, and songs, promising an engaging cinematic experience.

NTR Jr donates a hefty sum of ₹12.5 lakh to a temple in AP

NTR Jr donates a hefty sum of ₹12.5 lakh to a temple in AP

Ardha Suman and NTR Jr jointly produced by Seenu Ramasamy and Rajesh. The film is scheduled for release on May 17 worldwide.

Deepika Padukone named 2024 Global Disruptor

Deepika Padukone, renowned as India’s cultural ambassador and a global icon, has been honoured as a Disruptor for her immense international presence. The International Movie Awards, presented by the Indian Academy of Film, Television, and Digital Arts, recognises the outstanding achievements of professionals in the entertainment industry. As a Disruptor, Padukone’s work transcends borders, inspiring audiences worldwide with her powerful performances and impactful social initiatives.
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**SUNRISERS LOOK TO SEAL PLAYOFF BERTH**

**GT AIM TO END CAMPAIGN ON A HIGH**

With former skipper Heinz and ex-Indians, this season, GT will try to ensure a top-two finish, taking a mathematical chance, but in all likelihood, the team may have to settle for a lower finish, depending on how things pan out.

**HYDERABAD**

In the Run-up to IPL 2024, the Hyderabad Sunrisers have been in a good form,

**NEW DELHI**

The Sunrisers will also want to challenge for a top-two finish, and if their other results go their way.  

**Karun Nair**

not only are the Sunrisers playing well, they have also scored

**Sandeep Lamichhane**

match and a healthy net run rate.  

**Abhishek Reddy**

to ensure a top-two finish if their other results go their way.

**Rishabh Pant**

format but it remains to be seen if they can make the playoffs.